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Day 1: How did I get here? How did I of all people get stranded in the middle of nowhere? I
don’t even know how I got here, all that I know is that I have to survive and find help. I feel like a
caveman, with only stone tools (if you call a rock tied to a stick a tool). But there is one good part
bacon, there is a bounty of pigs here. I can’t sit under this tree and write in this journal long, I
must get a shelter and water, I’m parched.
Day 2: I’m labeling these as “Days” since I don’t know what day it is and each day/night
cycle feels like a week. Ok, I feel like I have a good little home carved out of a mountain now but I
need to expand it (I’m getting claustrophobic). Otherwise these days are quite uneventful.
Day 3: Oh gosh, oh gosh, I’m scared out of my wits. I seemed to have stumbled upon
some cursed ruins of warriors or something, all I know is that they either hit me hard or shoot me
with arrows. One other thing, there was this green thing, it looked like leaves or a booger or
something but it is a force to be reckoned with, it sneaks up next to you, hisses, then explodes.
Note to self: never go outside at night, stay in the shelter.
Day 6: These days are getting monotonous. Get rocks and sticks kill animals eat drink
fend off the monsters sleep repeat. I might not write in this for a while. One more thing, I want to
make a sign for help or something to get to have a plane find me .
Day 9: Relocation! I will soon be moving because the evil creatures of the night are nearly
breaking through the adobe walls that I have created. I have found a desert temple of some sort
that has been abandon, and is quite formidable for a shelter. I will be hard at work hauling the
supplies I have before nightfall so I won’t have time to write in this for a while.
Day 11: I seem to have found a crude trap that was guarding some valuables in the
temple. Stupid ancients! The trap that they set was eroded from all the years it has been sitting
there and I collected the materials from the tomb-like pit. I am thankful though, for the well that
the ancients have dug because it has been my sole source for water.
Day 12: Civilization! I am now able to tell people my story. The days muttering to myself
are over. I made a friend, his name is Phil and he is the blacksmith of the town. We made and
agreement that if I could pay him 10 emeralds (their currency), he would give me armor made of
iron so I can protect myself better, what a deal. As for right now I will have to rent the armor
because I have no money.I have to make a new signal now because those pesky monsters (or
whatever they are) keep destroying it. Maybe I should make it out of rocks instead of piles of
sand because even though I like Phil and the others I still want to get back home.
Day 14: The town seems to be a city of merchants, so I myself have been trying to
scrape up some money from the villagers doing hard labor so I can finally pay off my debt to Phil.
I also found another temple (seemingly identical to the other) and I carefully disabled the trap and
collected the treasure. I am beginning to feel like indiana jones plus a caveman.
Day 15: After I reinforced the temple walls the things (I’ll just call them that for now) of the
night amped up their attack. Some started wearing armor so that makes me think that they
maybe are people. The archer things have mounted giant spiders so that they can climb walls
and shoot arrows at me. Oh, how I loath them. I must set traps or somthing.
Day 18: I DECLARE WAR AN ALL PIGS! one of them trampled some crops and I have a
lot of time on my hands because I’m safe, warm, well fed, and not crazy (though some may beg
to differ). Anywho I have to kill some pigs now because I am bored.
Day 21: I guess declaring war on all pigs wasn’t such a bright idea because some
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villagers have pigs and they realized that pigs can be coaxed into being a mount with a carrot on
a stick. So now I am having to look for pigs rather to befriend them then kill them.
Day 25: I have not been writing in this because I have been looking for some new shoes
because the moccasins John, the shoemaker, are very uncomfortable. But, I heard of a legend
that the ancients (like the ones who built my current shelter) have some kind of amazing gilded
and “enchanted” sandals. Now I was very skeptical of this because I do not believe in magic, but I
put emphasis on the “was” because that is in the past and I have actually found them (or rather
stole them) in a abandon tomb. I’m wearing these sandals right now and even they are aged they
are soooooooo comfortable. Well, time to find a pig so I don’t have to walk everywhere even
though walking is more comfortable.
Day 29: After many “days” for searching through the forests and swamps I have finally
given up my search. But, Phil has offered me two pigs so that I can ride them in exchange for
manual labor. Ug, I just need to get rescued so I can go back to normal life with electricity,
friends/family, and real food.
Day 30: Phil gave me a camera so that I won’t be called crazy when I return home (my
real home). So I will keeping them in this book.

The well that has supported me

The booger-leaves things that explode
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I just had to have a picture with me in it
because people would say that I got them from the internet (on my house)

Day 35: I asked Phil if he knew anything about the “things”. “All I know is to stay inside at
night” he explained, “But you can ask Bob the librarian.” So I ambled down the gravel path and
stepped in a shop that had a sign that said “Bob’s Boss Books”. An old man reading the paper
called to me, “What are you looking for?” “History of the ‘creatures’,” I replied. “Back left corner,
those books are old so some pages might be in a different language, ‘Galactic’ I think it is.” Relief
rushed over me because I had been currently taking a class on the galactic. I reached for a book
that was either titled “How to make you cookies look this good” or “History and Lore of the
Ancients of Minecraftia” I don’t know, probably the latter. So I opened the book to the beginning
and tried to translate. This is what I got “We have been surviving for-----, our tribe has found a
----- and it seems to infect them with a disease. I’ve had men die because the infected men have
attacked. We soon will separate from them. Also, new ones start to creep out of the dark. We
shall move I ---- not stay longer” I’ll read up on some more so I can understand it.
Day 42: Nothing really interesting happened in the past “week” other than taking pictures,
reading, and eating. Oh there is one thing though, I’M COMING HOME. I built a helipad in case a
helicopter saw my help sign and wanted to land easily, and you know what? It worked; a chopper
was flying over and happened to notice the speck-of-a-pad and “Help” sign, landed, and asked
me if I wanted to leave. Of course I said yes, but I had to take my pigs with me. (They have been
my only companion.) While he was making sure we had enough fuel he asked me, “So, where
ya’ from?” “Texas.” I promptly answered because I wanted to leave as soon as possible. “Welp, I
have good news for ya’,” he said “you are in Morocco”. “Whaaaaat.” I responded “Yeah, and you
also defaced a new archaeology site.” “So then why did you bother to rescue me in the first
place?” “I’m a park ranger”
Day 55 (October 25th,2013):I wasn’t able to write in this any longer because Frank, the
helicopter pilot, confiscated it. In the end I had to pay a fine of two thousand dollars. Great, just
great. And you know what the best part was? I don’t have a passport so I can’t leave yet. I am
waiting in line to get my passport photo now so that I can leave this country-of-madness.
Day 56: Since I’m back in society now I will not be writing in this journal any more.
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The
helicopter that saved me from this madness loaded up with my pigs.

